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Greetings from Velammal!
“Success comes to those who work hard and stays with those who don’t rest
on the laurels of the past.”
We live today in a very challenging world which is changing
expeditiously. We thereupon are driven with the motto of equipping
students to traverse the global terrain with ease by instigating a well
balanced curriculum to ensure that the children who work into the
portal of our schools will truly be prepared to face life’s challenges.
Our diverse, dynamic and relevant academic curriculam, myriad of
extracurricular activities continually strive to enhance our students’
strength.
M. V. Muthuramalingam
Chairman
Velammal Educational trust

Year after year the eﬀorts of all our dedicated team of teachers have
helped us to make tremendous academic strides and the school has
progressed in leaps and bounds in a short span of time. Today we stand
as one of the acclaimed educational scenario. Keeping in line with our
mission and vision, we will continue to scale new heights in the
competitive times ahead with diligence, devotion and dedication.
On the road to success, the rule is always to look ahead..... So set out
each day believing in your dreams. Know without a doubt that you were
made for great things....

“Los
1 Angels”, Madurai - Rameswaram High Road, Ladenendal – 630 611, Sivagangai Dt, Tel : 04574 264363.
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Innate Insignia
“A new beginning, a new blessing and a new hope”
The new academic year bloomed with fresh opportunities, exciting new challenges and profusion of
orientation programmes, not only for students but for the teachers and parents to keep abreast of an
enlightened vision for the future days and achievements.
“Leaders are the role models who inspire the followers and motivate them to reach the target to
success”. The delegation of responsibility and giving authority not only teaches them lifelong skills of
being powerful but also making them to be the best citizens. The newly selected leaders pledged to
dispense their duties to the best of their abilities -indeed a ascertaining moment for the young torch
bearers!!!

Investiture Ceremony

Parent’s Orientation

Teacher’s Orientation
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Department Activities
The warm and intimate atmosphere of the school endevours to maintain and equipose
between academic excellences, value sensitivity and social awareness. We understand that every aspect
of the students learning and development be it personal, social, emotional, physical or intellectual
is interrelated and interdependent and this is reflected in the planning of activities with ample of
opportunities.

Circle Day

Colours Day

Fruit & Veggie Kala

Global Handwash

Grandparent’s Day

Independance Day Celebration

KG Department
All the fragrant florets of a garden has a spark. The spark is kindled in all our children through love, care
and encouragement. We believe that a child’s true potential can only be fully realized when every aspect
of his / her development is recognized and valued. We value the kid’s potentials and cater ample of
opportunities to expose them.
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KG Fancy Dress

Kg Food Carnival Week

KG Graduation Day

KG Shapes Day

KG Skill Day

Onam Celebration

Road Safety Day

Toy And Animals’day
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DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES
The Primary Department nurtures students curiosity, develops their skills for inquiry and research and
fosters their ability to express themselves confidently and accurately.

Classroom Activity

Food Mela

Interhouse Competitions
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International Story Tellers

Medical Camp

MIDDLE DEPARTMENT
The Middle school department prepares students to become well rounded individuals who respond to
challenges with optimism and an open mind, are confident in their own identities and can make ethical
decisions.

Dengue Awareness Rally

Interhouse Competitions

Learning Activity
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Learning Activity

Rally on Say No to Plastics

Science Exhibition

Scout Camp
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CELEBRATIONS Charismatic Revelry
Celebrations - The art, quite simply, nourish the soul. They sustain, comfort and inspire. It’s an exquisite
moment that will discover the beauty of connecting with others in celebration of larger ideals and shared
wisdom. The various celebrations and events at the school are designed to foster connections amongst
the school community members and also with the external community members towards the larger
interest of national development through good education.

Children’s Day

Christmas

Diwali Celebration

Independance Day
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Krishna Jeyanthi

Navarathiri Kolu

Onum Celebration

Ramzan

Teacher’s Day

RESULTS
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COMPETITIONS Surpassing Succeeders
With our firm conviction that competition is a sign of potential, students are offered myriad of
opportunities - a platform for students to demonstrate their talent, a stepping stone to achieve great
things in life.....
We conduct competitions which offer a chance for participants to gain substantial experience, showcase
skills, analyze outcomes and uncover personal aptitude.

Cultural Sahodhaya Dindigul

Overall Champions In State Level Interschool Competition

I - PRIZE-SUPER SENIOR DANCE
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I Prize-Tamil
Elocution

III -Prize Dance

II-Prize
Poetry Recitation

II-Prize-Quiz

III - Prize tamil Elocution

I-Prize Poetry Recitation

I-Prize-Skit

I-Prize
Whats The Good Word

III -Prize Poetry
Recitation

I-Prize Singing

III-Prize Rangoli

I-Prize
Picture Conversation

Overall Championship
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Sangam - Rural Olympics

Dug of War - Runner

I Place Winners

Kho-Kho - Winners

Tamil Oratory at Ariyava School

Ist Prize

2nd Prize

3rd prize

Vallal Pandidurai

WORLD ORGAN
DONATE DAY

III Place - Priyanka

COMPETITIONS Surpassing Succeeders
Christmas time is here and chorals everywhere. The winners of the ‘Chiming Bells’ - a choral competition,
organized by Velammal Educational Trust, to welcome the Christmas season and wish everyone a glorious
Merry Christmas. And we are proud to achieve III prize in this Chiming Bells – a choral competition.
“The Litte Emperors Season – 2” - an interschool KG event, hosted by Queen Mira International School,
we took the accolade of overall first place with Trophy, Certificate, and also a cash award of Rs.25000/-.
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CHIMMING BELLS

III PLACE IN CHORAL CONTEST

QUEEN MIRA - CHIAMPIONSHIP

ECA / CCA Interpreting tribune
A Chinese proverb very aptly states, “Teach me, and I will forget; Show me and I might remember;
Involve me, and I will never forget”. Owing to these words, physical fitness and promotion of talents are
given special emphasis.
The ECA / CCA activities are scheduled in a such a way that students feel a sense of belonging to the
school and have higher self esteem by participating in structured activities like music, dance performing
arts etc....,

ECA&CCA
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Dreams Come True Prize - O – Fest
The school has a history of high achievements which is only possible with ‘inspirational teachers’. The
committed teachers who make a lifelong impression on students were honoured for their tireless efforts.
A spirit of vigour and vivacity swayed as it was the day of the momentous occasion for the sports lovers
which emphasized that such events imbibe in students the virtuous qualities of sportsmanship and
camaraderie.

ANNUAL DAY
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SKILL DAY

SPORTS DAY

Sports Achievements

MSSC Athletic Girls
14

MSSC Athletic

MSSC Athletic
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MSSC Table Tennis (Girls)

MSSC Volleyball U -14 Runner

Open District Level Athletics Medal Winners

VEL’S GAMES WINNERS

Atheletics

Football Winner U-16

Inspirational Icons

Football Runner U-14

Volleyball Runner U - 16

Velammal understands the requirement of the present generation and invites great achievers in different fields to spur students
through their invigorating presence and speech.

PARA OLYMPIC MEDALIST MARIYAPPAN

SURESH RAINA’S VISIT

Urmila Sahtya Narayanan
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Methew Hyden

Muthiah Muralitharan

Vijadhra Singh

IRS Nantha Kumar

Sushil Kumar

Yogeswar Dutt
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VRS Achievers
With enthusiasm and hard work, success was certain to be achieved by the achievers who basked their newly acquired glory by
soaring high. “Your talent determines what you do. Your motivation determines how much you are willing to do. Your attitude
determines how well you did it”. A warm embrace, congratulations and wishes of happiness for the future.

ABOVE 400

AMIRTHA
VARSHINI.M

BARATH
KUMAR.R.K

HARISH.R

KAVIYAMUDAN.R

SANDHIYA.K

SHANTHOSH
RAJA.S

SIVAKUMAR.M

ABOVE 450

JEFFREY.J

RAUNAK
KUMAR

International English Olympoid Gold
Medalist Master Sarvesh.G II

District Level Yoga Competition

Miss.Mirudhula, VIII,
Winner of
National level Essay
Writing Competition

State 74th Rank in VISTO

VISTO Medalist
Boominath - VI
16

MSSC - Skating

State Level Karate
Winners

19th W.G.K
Open Karate Championship

Olympiad Medalist

Letter Wrting Competition
Cash Prize
Mirudhula - VIII

MSSC CHESS
U -19 BRONZE

State Level Silambam
Winners

20th All India open
Karate Championship
2018

Merit Scholarship
T.Boominath

NTSE First Level
Open District LevelStudent
Chess Tournament
Master.Vishnu Sudhir

Toppers of Math
contest

VISTO Toppers

VISTO Medalist
Chanjeev - VII

